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This paper gives a review of some recent developments in the field of contactless silicon wafer characterization techniques based
on lifetime spectroscopy and infrared imaging. In the first part of the contribution, we outline the status of different lifetime
spectroscopy approaches suitable for the identification of impurities in silicon and discuss—in more detail—the technique of
temperature- and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy. The second part of the paper focuses on the application of infrared
cameras to analyze spatial inhomogeneities in silicon wafers. By measuring the infrared signal absorbed or emitted from light-
generated free excess carriers, high-resolution recombination lifetime mappings can be generated within seconds to minutes. In
addition, mappings of non-recombination-active trapping centers can be deduced from injection-dependent infrared lifetime
images. The trap density has been demonstrated to be an important additional parameter in the characterization and assessment
of solar-grade multicrystalline silicon wafers, as areas of increased trap density tend to deteriorate during solar cell processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of today’s commercially produced silicon
solar cells is to a great extent limited by recombination via
defects and impurities in the bulk. This holds in particular
for solar cells produced on multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si)
wafers, containing large concentrations of crystallographic
defects, such as dislocations and grain boundaries, as well as
recombination-active impurities, such as transition metals.
Despite the fact that the concentrations of these impurities
are usually extremely low (typically well below 1013 cm−3),
their impact on cell performance can be quite detrimental
already above ultra low concentrations of ∼1011 cm−3. Such
low impurity concentrations are not detectable by most an-
alytical techniques. Only a few electrical techniques, such as
capacitance-based deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)
[1] and lifetime spectroscopy (LS) [2–6], are capable of de-
tecting and identifying electrically active impurities at con-
centrations below 1013 cm−3. The main advantages of LS over
DLTS are that (i) it is a contactless technique, facilitating the
sample preparation, and (ii) it is most sensitive to those cen-
ters that contribute to the total recombination rate (i.e., those
centers that are actually relevant to solar cells). In contrast,

standard DLTS only detects capture and emission of one type
of carrier and gives, hence, in general no information on the
recombination activity of the detected impurity. In the first
part of this paper, we give a brief review of the different ap-
proaches to extract the characteristic defect parameters (i.e.,
energy level and electron-to-hole capture cross-section ratio)
from LS measurements and address difficulties and limita-
tions of the techniques.

Typically, the spatial distribution of recombination cen-
ters in mc-Si wafers is very inhomogeneous, requiring the
application of spatially resolved measurement techniques.
Traditionally, this is done by tedious point-by-point mea-
surement techniques, such as the microwave-detected pho-
toconductance decay (MW-PCD) [7, 8] technique, requiring
typical measurement periods in the range of hours to ob-
tain a high-resolution lifetime mapping. Recently, infrared-
camera-based measurement techniques have been intro-
duced [9, 10] which allow to generate high-resolution life-
time mappings within seconds to minutes. The principal
idea of infrared lifetime mapping/carrier density imaging
(ILM/CDI) is to make use of the free-carrier absorption or
emission of sub-bandgap infrared photons. Using a suitable
calibration, the spatial distribution of the light-generated
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excess carrier concentration is directly obtained from the in-
frared absorption or emission image recorded by the camera.
Provided that the photogeneration is homogeneous over the
entire wafer area, a recombination lifetime mapping can be
deduced directly from the excess carrier concentration im-
age. In addition to the spatial analysis of recombination cen-
ters, the infrared camera also allows to analyze the spatial
distribution of non-recombination-active minority-carrier
trapping centers. This infrared trap mapping (ITM) method
[11] is of particular relevance to mc-Si wafers, as the trap-
density mapping predicts how a multicrystalline silicon wafer
behaves during high-temperature processing. The second
part of this review presents the current state of these infrared-
camera-based measurement techniques, which—due to their
short data acquisition times—evolve into in-line characteri-
zation tools for solar cell production lines in the near future.

2. LIFETIME SPECTROSCOPY

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the basic physical princi-
ples of LS and DLTS. While lifetime spectroscopy is based on
measurements of recombination events via defect/impurity
levels in the bandgap capturing electrons as well as holes,
in standard DLTS measurements the detected defect level
interacts only with the majority carriers (in Figure 1 with
electrons), making it only sensitive to defect levels in the
majority-carrier half of the bandgap. A major problem of
DLTS measurements is that, despite the fact that energy level,
majority-carrier capture cross-section, and defect concentra-
tion can be extracted from those measurements, no infor-
mation on the recombination activity of the detected center
is gained. This important device-relevant information is in-
herently obtained from lifetime spectroscopy measurements,
which are particularly sensitive to such types of defects that
actually result in recombination. Different variants of life-
time spectroscopy have been studied in the past of which we
will give a brief overview in the following.

2.1. Temperature-dependent lifetime spectroscopy

Temperature-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TDLS) mea-
sures the carrier lifetime of a sample under low-level injec-
tion conditions (τLLI) and determines the defect energy level
Et from the linear slope of the Arrhenius plot of ln(τLLI/T)
versus 1/T [2, 4]. However, a basic assumption of the stan-
dard TDLS analysis is that the electron and hole capture
cross-sections σn and σp are independent of temperature,
which is not valid in general. Moreover, the standard TDLS
analysis does not allow to decide whether the defect en-
ergy level is located in the upper or in the lower half of the
bandgap. The TDLS analysis has been improved by enlarg-
ing the temperature range down to temperatures well below
room temperature and by fitting the complete temperature-
dependent lifetime curve [6] using the Shockley-Read-Hall
(SRH) equation [12, 13]. This allows an improved determi-
nation of the energy level.

2.2. Injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy

Less frequently applied in the past has been the technique
of injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS) since in
most cases it results only in a relatively broad uncertainty
range for Et [3]. On the other hand, IDLS is capable of de-
termining the σn/σp ratio with a better accuracy than TDLS.
IDLS measurements on silicon wafers with varying doping
concentrations is one possibility to narrow down the uncer-
tainty range for Et [3]. However, this approach requires many
different samples with lifetimes limited by the same type of
defect.

2.3. Temperature- and injection-dependent
lifetime spectroscopy

In order to combine the advantages of TDLS and IDLS,
we have recently introduced temperature- and injection-
dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TIDLS) [5]. Our exper-
imental set-up is based on an extended quasi-steady-state
photoconductance (QSSPC) system [5, 14]. Importantly,
TIDLS not only determines the defect energy level with im-
proved accuracy, but also reveals the temperature depen-
dence of the capture cross-sections and permits the distinc-
tion between shallow and deep-level centers. Despite its large
potential for the identification of efficiency-limiting defects
in solar-grade silicon materials, TIDLS is still not widely used
by the PV community. This is mainly due to the fact that the
data evaluation is relatively complex because it requires the
simultaneous fitting of the SRH equation to a large number
of injection-dependent lifetime curves measured at varying
temperatures. The results of such fitting attempts are usu-
ally ambiguous, imposing an additional complication to the
general analysis of TIDLS measurements. In an effort to fa-
cilitate the application of TIDLS, we have recently simplified
the analysis of temperature- and injection-dependent life-
time measurements [15].

2.4. Simplified TIDLS analysis

Our simplified analysis determines the energy level Et and the
ratio of the electron-to-hole capture cross-sections k = σn/σp
of the lifetime-limiting recombination center without the re-
quirement of a simultaneous fitting of all measured τ(Δn,T)
curves. The simplified analysis is restricted to recombination
centers which—at a characteristic temperature Tc—change
their τ(Δn) slope with increasing temperature from posi-
tive to negative. As the experimentally accessible tempera-
ture range of our TIDLS set-up is restricted to the tempera-
ture range 30–170◦C, we are only capable of analyzing defect
levels with characteristic temperatures Tc within this range.
This restricts our analysis to recombination centers with a
distance from one of the band edges within the range of 0.2–
0.4 eV, as estimated using the SRH equation [15].

In order to demonstrate our simplified TIDLS analysis,
we have applied it to an intentionally tungsten-contaminated
p-type Czochralski-grown silicon (Cz-Si) wafer of doping
concentration Ndop = 4.7 × 1014 cm−3. Both wafer sur-
faces are passivated with plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
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Figure 1: Comparison of the physical principles of lifetime spectroscopy (LS) and capacitance-based DLTS.
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Figure 2: Temperature- and injection-dependent carrier lifetime
measurements of a tungsten-contaminated p-type Cz-Si wafer of
doping concentration Ndop = 4.7× 1014 cm−3.

deposited silicon nitride films resulting in surface recombi-
nation velocities well below 10 cm/s [16]. Due to the excellent
passivation properties of our silicon nitride films, we neglect
any surface recombination and identify the measured effec-
tive lifetimes with the bulk lifetimes of the wafer under test.
TIDLS measurements have been performed in the temper-
ature range between 30 and 165◦C in steps of 5◦C using a
QSSPC set-up extended with a temperature-controlled sam-
ple stage [5, 14]. Figure 2 shows a selection of τ(Δn) curves
measured at different temperatures. By merely looking at the
qualitative τ(Δn,T) behavior, several important features of

the lifetime-limiting recombination center—in this case in-
terstitial tungsten (Wi)—can be deduced.

First, for temperatures up to 60◦C the injection-depen-
dent lifetime curves do not change at all. This implies that
for low temperatures the recombination center behaves like
a deep-level center. As a consequence, we can immediately
calculate the capture cross-section ratio k using the equation
[15]

k =
(
τη
τn0

− 1
)(

η−1 + 1
)
, (1)

which we have derived from the SRH equation. In (1), η ≡
Δn/Ndop is the injection level, τn0 is the low-injection lifetime,
and τη is the lifetime measured at an intermediate injection
level η, the latter being typically chosen between 0.1 and 1.0.
As can be seen from (1), the determination of k requires only
two lifetime values, one measured under low-injection con-
ditions, the second one measured at an intermediate injec-
tion level.

However, to determine the capture cross-section ratio
k with improved accuracy, we have determined k at differ-
ent injection levels η and for varying temperatures. Figure 3
shows the results for the k(η) curve calculated from the mea-
sured τ(Δn) dependence at 35◦C. As expected for a single-
level defect, the analysis results in a constant k, in the present
case k ≈ 8. This procedure can also be regarded as a test
for the applicability of the single-level defect recombina-
tion theory, which is only valid if no k(η) dependence is
observed. The k ratio decreases slightly for injection levels
above unity (not shown in Figure 3). This can be attributed
to an additional shallow defect level leading to a decreas-
ing lifetime for higher injection levels. Applying (1) to all
injection-dependent lifetime curves measured in the temper-
ature range between 30 and 60◦C results in a more accurate
capture cross-section ratio and a corresponding uncertainty
range of k = 8.5 ± 1.0. In the following analysis, we assume
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this k value to be temperature-independent, that is, electron
and hole capture cross-sections are assumed to have the same
temperature dependence.

The second important feature of the measured τ(Δn,T)
curves shown in Figure 2 is that at injection densities be-
low the doping concentration, the slope of the injection-
dependent lifetime curves changes from positive to negative
at 135◦C. This characteristic temperature of Tc = 408 K can
be determined with an accuracy of ±5 K without any fitting.
The energy level Et of the recombination center can now di-
rectly be calculated from the measured Tc.

However, the solution is not unambiguous because we
have to consider two different cases: (i) Et is located in the
lower half of the silicon bandgap and (ii) Et is located in the
upper bandgap half. To derive the relation between Et and Tc,
we consider at first case (i). Using the analytical expression
given by the SRH equation for the τ(Δn,T) dependence and
assuming that at Tc the slope ∂τ/∂Δn vanishes, we obtain the
expression [15]

Et − EV = −kBTc ln

[
k
Ndop

N300 k
V

(
300 k
Tc

)3/2
]

, (2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and N300 k
V is the effective

density of states in the valence band at 300 K. Using the ex-
perimentally determined values of Tc = (408 ± 5) K and
k = 8.5 ± 1.0, we determine an energy level of Et − EV =
(0.33± 0.01) eV.

Assuming case (ii) we obtain a slightly different equation
for Et [15]:

EC − Et = −kBTc ln

[
Ndop

N300 k
C

(
300 K
Tc

)3/2
]

(3)

with N300 k
C being the effective density of states in the conduc-

tion band at 300 K. Interestingly, (2) and (3) differ slightly as
the energy level calculated from (2) depends on k, whereas
the energy level calculated from (3) does not depend on the
capture cross-section ratio. As a consequence, the energy lev-
els may differ significantly if the capture cross-sections are
strongly asymmetric, which is frequently the case. Using (3)
with the measured characteristic temperature of Tc = (408±
5) K, we obtain an energy level of EC −Et = (0.40± 0.01) eV.

Due to the strong asymmetry in the capture cross-section
ratio, this energy level differs considerably from the energy
level determined using (2). In the next step of the analysis,
it has to be decided which of the two calculated energy lev-
els is the true one. This can simply be done by performing
a standard TDLS analysis at a well-defined injection den-
sity. Figure 4 shows an Arrhenius plot of the carrier lifetimes
measured at Δn = 5 × 1013 cm−3. The lifetime data mea-
sured above ∼100◦C shows a clear linear dependence in the
Arrhenius plot of Figure 4, resulting in an energy level of
ΔEt = (0.31 ± 0.02) eV. From the standard TDLS analysis
alone it cannot be decided if this energy level is located in
the upper or in the lower bandgap half. However, by com-
paring the result of the standard TDLS analysis with our
above analysis of the temperature- and injection-dependent
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Figure 3: Capture cross-section ratio k = σn/σp as a function of in-
jection level η at 35◦C, as calculated from the corresponding τ(Δn)
curve in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Arrhenius plot of the lifetime divided by temperature
τ/T . The lifetime data has been extracted from Figure 2 at an in-
jection density of Δn = 5 × 1013 cm−3. From the linear part of the
curve, an energy level of ΔEt = 0.31 eV is determined.

lifetime measurements, it can be concluded that the true en-
ergy level is located in the lower half of the silicon bandgap at
Et − EV = (0.33 ± 0.01) eV. This result is in excellent agree-
ment with literature data for the energy level of interstitial
tungsten in silicon [17, 18]. It is intriguing that energy level
and capture cross-section ratio can both be determined with
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a very high degree of accuracy without the necessity of any
complex fitting routines using the simplified TIDLS evalua-
tion method. For comparison we have also fitted all TIDLS
curves simultaneously using the SRH equation. This proce-
dure results in an energy level of Et − EV = (0.32± 0.02) eV
and a k value of ∼10, which is also in excellent agreement
with the result of our simplified TIDLS analysis.

3. INFRARED-CAMERA-BASED CHARACTERIZATION
TECHNIQUES

Since the most common silicon wafer material used today in
solar cell production is multicrystalline silicon with strongly
inhomogeneous lateral distributions of defects and impu-
rities, characterization techniques giving spatial informa-
tion are indispensable. In the past, several contactless life-
time mapping techniques have been applied to character-
ize inhomogeneities in silicon wafers. Two prominent ex-
amples of such techniques are MW-PCD [7, 8] and modu-
lated free-carrier absorption (MFCA) [19]. Both techniques
generate the maps from point-by-point measurements, re-
quiring typical measurement periods of hours for record-
ing high-resolution (∼ 200 μm) lifetime maps. To decrease
the long measurement periods, infrared (IR)-camera lifetime
mapping/carrier density imaging (ILM/CDI) has been intro-
duced recently [9, 10]. Using an IR camera (i.e., an array of
IR detectors) sensitive in the wavelength range between ∼3
and 8 μm instead of a single detector reduces the measure-
ment period for a high-resolution mapping from hours to
minutes and sometimes even seconds. Note that IR cameras
can also be used to image temperature distributions on solar
cells, which has been successfully applied as “lock-in infrared
thermography” to generate mappings of shunts or series re-
sistances of solar cells [20, 21]. More recently, camera-based
photoluminescence imaging has been introduced, which also
allows a very fast imaging of silicon wafers and solar cells at
high resolution using a conventional relatively cheap silicon
CCD camera [22]. A detailed discussion of all camera-based
characterization techniques currently under investigation is
however beyond the scope of this review paper.

3.1. Infrared lifetime mapping

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the ILM/CDI measurement
principle. The technique is based on measuring the free-
carrier absorption [9, 10] or, equivalently, the free-carrier
emission [9, 23] of sub-bandgap photons. In order to im-
prove the sensitivity, lock-in technique is applied. For fur-
ther technical details the interested reader is referred to [24].
In this review, we focus on the basic measurement princi-
ple only. One image is recorded with above-bandgap illumi-
nation of the sample and a second one without illuminat-
ing the wafer. The difference image is proportional to the
light-generated excess carrier concentration. The calibration
is performed by recording the IR emission signal of several
silicon wafers of known doping concentrations. The propor-
tionality factor m between the camera signal and the free-
carrier concentration times the wafer thickness is obtained
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(a) Absorption ILM
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IR-camera
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(b) Emission ILM

Figure 5: Schematic of the infrared lifetime mapping/carrier den-
sity imaging (ILM/CDI) principle: (a) absorption mode, (b) emis-
sion mode.

from a linear fit to the measured data. Using the measured
photogeneration rate G of the excitation light, the lifetime
mapping τ(x, y) is calculated directly from the IR emission
signal image S(x, y) using the equation [9]

τ(x, y) = S(x, y)
m
(
1 + αn/αp

)
GW

(4)

with W being the wafer thickness and αn/p being the absorp-
tion coefficient of free electrons/holes at the detection wave-
length. The correction factor (1+αn/αp) accounts for the fact
that under illumination, electrons as well as holes are gener-
ated, whereas in our calibration procedure only p-type sil-
icon material is used [9, 25]. According to Kirchhoff ’s law,
the absorption always equals the emission. Hence, the mea-
surement can be performed in absorption or emission mode,
depending on the temperature of the material under investi-
gation and the temperature of the background, as shown in
Figure 5. The exemplary measurements on mc-Si wafers pre-
sented in Section 3.3 are carried out in emission mode.

3.2. Infrared trap mapping

In multicrystalline silicon wafers as well as in Czochralski-
grown monocrystalline silicon wafers, abnormally high life-
times are frequently measured at low injection levels. This ef-
fect has been assigned to the presence of non-recombination-
active minority-carrier trapping centers [26–28]. At excess
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carrier concentrations comparable to or below the trap den-
sity, charge neutrality implies that the presence of minority-
carrier traps causes a relative increase in the concentration
of majority carriers, resulting in an increase of the steady-
state photoconductance signal measured using QSSPC and
the free-carrier absorption/emission signal recorded in ILM
measurements. In a recent contribution, [11] we have shown
that trap concentration and energy level mappings can be
generated from ILM mappings recorded at different illumi-
nation intensities. This infrared trap mapping (ITM) tech-
nique is based on fitting the adapted Hornbeck-Haynes equa-
tion [11, 29] for the “apparent” lifetime

τa =
(

1 +
Nt(

Δn + Nt
(
τt/τd

)) αp(
αp + αn

))τr (5)

to the measured lifetime data at each point of the infrared
lifetime mapping. In (5), τr is the recombination lifetime,
Nt the trap density, and τt/τd the ratio of trapping-to-
detrapping time constants. The latter quantity is directly re-
lated to the energy level of the trap. For n-type material,
αp in the numerator has to be replaced by αn. As our mea-
surements are performed under low-injection conditions,
τr does not depend on the injection level. Moreover, the ap-
parent excess carrier concentration Δna is calculated via the
expression Δna = (τa/τr)Δn [28]. A suppression of the trap-
ping effect can be realized by illuminating the wafer with
sub-bandgap illumination in addition to the excess-carrier-
generating light during the ILM measurement [30], which
enables the extraction of the recombination lifetime from
ILM measurements even at very low injection levels.

3.3. Exemplary measurements on mc-Si wafers

3.3.1. As-grown state

Figure 6 shows two lifetime images τ(x, y) of an mc-Si sam-
ple recorded at two different illumination intensities (3×10−3

suns and 1 sun) [31]. Due to minority-carrier trapping the
area-averaged apparent lifetime of τa = 350 μs determined
at 3 × 10−3 suns [Figure 6(a)] is much larger than the area-
averaged lifetime of 110 microseconds at 1 sun [Figure 6(b)],
where trapping effects are negligible and thus the actual
recombination lifetime is measured. As can be seen from
Figure 6, the two lifetime mappings do not correlate per-
fectly. Apparently, additional information on the spatial dis-
tribution of the trapping centers is provided by the lifetime
image measured at an illumination intensity of 3×10−3 suns.

Fitting (5) to the lifetime images recorded at different
illumination intensities results in the Nt image shown in
Figures 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows a photograph of the wafer af-
ter applying a Dash etch [32] to reveal a possible correlation
of the traps with dislocations. Indeed, the spatial distribution
of dislocations shown in Figure 7(b) is in excellent agreement
with the trap density distribution in Figure 7(a).

3.3.2. Impact of phosphorus gettering

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the recombination lifetime
maps recorded at an injection density of Δn = 1014 cm−3 be-
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Figure 6: Infrared lifetime mappings of an mc-Si wafer measured
at two different illumination intensities: (a) 3× 10−3 suns and (b) 1
sun.

fore and after phosphorus gettering [31]. The area-averaged
recombination lifetime increases from 51.9 microseconds be-
fore gettering to 65.3 microseconds after gettering. However,
τr increases in particular in those regions which already
had the highest lifetimes before gettering. In regions of low
lifetimes before gettering, the recombination lifetime shows
only a small improvement or even decreases.

Figure 9 shows injection-dependent lifetime curves
τa(Δna) measured at two different positions on the wafer in-
dicated in Figures 6–8. The two positions correspond to ar-
eas of highest and lowest trap densities. At position 1, we
determine Nt = 2.1 × 1013 cm−3 and at position 2, Nt =
9.0 × 1012 cm−3. The injection-dependent lifetime curves in
Figure 9 show that for injection densities above 1×1014 cm−3
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Figure 7: (a) Trap density image Nt(x, y) of the mc-Si wafer shown
in Figure 6. (b) Photograph of the same wafer after applying a Dash
etch. Brighter regions correspond to regions of increased disloca-
tion densities.

trapping effects are negligible and, thus, the actual recombi-
nation lifetime is obtained. The curve measured at position 2
clearly reveals an increase of the recombination lifetime after
gettering, whereas at position 1, τr decreases after the phos-
phorus gettering treatment.

Our interpretation of the observed behavior is that areas
exhibiting higher dislocation densities (position 1) contain
significant concentrations of metallic impurities (partly in
the form of metal silicide precipitates), which are captured
within the stress field surrounding a dislocation. These im-
purities are released during the high-temperature gettering
treatment and contaminate the regions surrounding the dis-
locations [24]. This effect leads to a severe degradation in the
solar cell performance in contrast to regions with lower dislo-
cation densities (position 2), where the phosphorus gettering
treatment mainly removes recombination-active interstitial
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Figure 8: Recombination lifetime images τr(x, y) determined at an
injection density of Δn = 1014 cm−3 as calculated using an auto-
mated fitting routine for the wafer shown in Figure 6 before (a) and
after (b) phosphorus gettering.

metallic impurities. Note that more recently similar results
have been published in a parallel study [33].

3.3.3. Trap mapping without surface passivation

As already mentioned in the previous section, the apparent
lifetime image [Figure 6(a)] and the corresponding Nt im-
age [Figure 7(a)] show a good qualitative agreement, demon-
strating that a single ILM measurement already reveals if
trapping at dislocations is present and which regions of the
wafer are affected. In order to facilitate a possible indus-
trial application of IR-camera-based trap imaging, we have
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performed only one single IR emission measurement on as-
cut mc-Si wafers without applying any surface treatment
[31]. Figure 10(a) shows the measured infrared emission
picture S(x, y) of an as-cut block-cast mc-Si wafer (125 ×
125 mm2) recorded at 1/100 suns. The measurement period
was 20 minutes. The image reveals areas with increased dis-
location densities located on the left-hand side, bottom side,
and top right corner of the wafer. A comparison with the
Nt image obtained using the ITM method [see Figure 10(b)]
shows that the two images agree well.

Our measurements suggest that regions of increased dis-
location densities correlate with increased densities of metal-
lic impurities, mostly in the form of precipitates [31]. A high-
temperature step, such as the phosphorus gettering treat-
ment, dissolves metal precipitates and degrades the lifetime
in highly dislocated areas. Hence, the application of IR cam-
era measurements to unpassivated as-cut mc-Si wafers helps
to identify poorly getterable areas. However, a further reduc-
tion of the measurement time is required to enable the appli-
cation of this technique to the front-end materials character-
ization in solar cell production lines.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Contactless characterization techniques enabling (i) a re-
liable identification of contaminants in silicon wafers and
(ii) a fast determination of their spatial distribution are
becoming increasingly important in silicon photovoltaics,
since most commercially produced solar cells are still limited
by defect-related recombination in the bulk. The potential
of infrared-camera-based defect characterization techniques

20 mm

0.150

Infrared emission S0 (a.u.)

(a)

20 mm

1.40.4

Trap density Nt (1013 cm−3)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Infrared emission signal S(x, y) of a block-cast mc-Si
wafer without any surface passivation measured at an illumination
intensity of 0.01 sun. Brighter regions correspond to areas of in-
creased trap densities. (b) Trap density image Nt(x, y) of the same
wafer after passivating both surfaces with silicon nitride.

has just started to be explored. Infrared trap mapping repre-
sents a new source of information on the defect structure of a
silicon material. An important improvement to the analysis
of trap parameters by quasi-steady-state photoconductance
measurements is the possibility of examining spatial correla-
tions between trapping and recombination centers as well as
correlations with structural defects.
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